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SGS ENTERS THE INFORMATION AGE 
 
It is now possible, armed only with a computer, a modem, an Inter-
net Service Provider, suitable software and a credit card, to join the 
SGS on-line!  President Greg Schloesser has made arrangements 
with Paul Gifford, proprietor of Seriously Fun Games of Colorado 
to allow cousins everywhere to join the SGS via Seriously Fun’s 
website.  If you join the SGS at the site and then order something 
from them that same day, you will receive a 10% discount off those 
items! Paul also offers all SGS members an ongoing 5% discount on 
all products from his shop (excluding his newsletter specials). 
 
Here's the URL: www.seriouslyfungames.com/catalog/SGS001.
html.   
 
There are no administration or other charges. You can pay online 
through the “PayPal” or “X.Com” services, or use your Visa, 
Mastercard, or Discover/Novus credit card. 
 
The Society will receive the money and information on new mem-
bers electronically, thus dispensing with even the small time-lag 
once incurred in mailing membership dues to the Treasurer. 
 
Tell your friends about this! Joining has never been easier! 
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F a r f i s a  O r g a n  o f  t h e  S t r a t e g y  G a m i n g  S oc i e t y  

Editorial 
Hello everyone. I think I’m starting to get into the swing of producing this newsletter, and 
while it’s a constant struggle to get things to fit correctly (and trying so many different things 
graphically from issue to issue doesn‘t make it any easier), I have yet to receive a negative 
comment from anyone.  

New material and writers continue to show up. This issue we welcome another new colum-
nist, Richard Hutnik. Richard writes in this issue on Swahili, a Mancala-like game from the 
past.  He will be writing in future on other lesser-known games. Another newcomer is Gary 
Valenza, a member from (quick, now: what’s round at both ends and high in the middle?) O-
HI-O, who writes at length on Freikorps, an alternative-history DTP game produced by the 
Microgame Co-op (owned and operated by SGS members!).  The fact that the Editor de-
signed this game in no way detracts from the quality of Gary’s writing and analysis. 

The issue game is WOLF PACK, another small offering from member Lloyd Krassner’s 
cabinet of goodies. It is not my intention to turn Strategist into a “game of the month zine” –  
no publication has been able to deliver on that promise for years and years now – but speak-
ing for myself, I do enjoy getting little playable extras, and feel that the design efforts of our 
members need to be promoted. Let me know if you disagree.  

You will note from the story above that the Society had a record number of new and renewed 
members last month. This is welcome news, and again, we must be doing something right. 
Hopefully this trend will continue, as we make it even easier to join the SGS online. So tell 
your friends, and get them into the Big Game as well!  -BRT 

IF YOU’RE WORTH IT, THEY WILL 
COME: SURGE IN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP 
 
The Treasurer reports that we have had 28 new and/or renewed 
members in the time since his last report. To his recollection this is 
the all-time record in the 30-year history of the Society for a one-
month period! Membership today stands at 100, trending upwards 
again after an extended period of gradual decline. Whatever we’re 
doing, we should keep doing it.  
 
You may also recall that early issues of Strategist (so far, just Vol-
umes 1-4 are available) are now available on MagWeb at http://
www.magweb.com.  We receive a quarterly payment for these back 
issues based on MagWeb's total income and the number of hits on 
these pages.  The issues were up for all of one month, but so far we 
have had nearly 1,000 hits, which translates to $7.86 for sales of 
these back issues.  Based on those numbers, this additional path for 
distributing back issues could generate significant revenue for  the 
Society.  A motion is currently before the Directorate to use this 
revenue specifically for the Special Fund for the Advancement of 
the Society, with the objective of increasing our numbers further.  
 
So, to  support your SGS, go to www.magweb.com and join! Rates 
run as low as US$4.99 per month for a 12 month membership. 
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Editor: Brian Train, 1864 Fairburn Drive, Victo-
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Publisher: George Phillies 
 

SGS REGIONAL DIRECTORS  
1. Paul Meyer, c/o Crazy Egor, 1699 Hamlin-
Parma Town Line Road, Hilton NY 14468  
2. Scott Boyd, 4109 Rosemont Lane, 
Fredricksburg VA 22401  
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Gerke Avenue, Mansfield OH 44903  
5. Mark Nies, 1412 Sherman Avenue, S. Milwau-
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TO JOIN OR RENEW 
 

Annual membership dues for regular membership 
are $15.00 if you live in the USA or one of its 
imperial possessions, US$18.00 if you live in 
Canada or Mexico and US$25.00 if you live out-
side of North America. Additional persons living 
at the address of a regular member may join as 
Affiliate Members for US$1.00 per year. Affili-
ates are voting members of the Society but do not 
receive copies of the Strategist. Send a cheque or 
postal money order payable to "SGS" to: George 
Phillies, 87-6 Park Avenue, Worcester MA 
01605.  
 
New members get a 12-issue subscription to the 
Strategist, a coupon good for 25% off direct pur-
chases from Games USA, GRD, Avalanche Press, 
and Moments in History, and another coupon 
good for 25% off purchases from Stratamax.  
 
Two ways to extend your membership without 
paying are to recruit new members into the SGS 
or to write for Strategist. You will be credited 
with a one-month extension for every member 
you recruit or every 2/3 of a page of your material 
as it is published in Strategist. 
 

SUBMISSIONS 
 

Articles for Strategist are most welcome! The 
press date for the next issue of Strategist is the 
20th of the month of the current issue. Material 
should be sent to the Editor. Electronic submis-
sions via e-mail plain ASCII format are even 
more welcome. Electronic submissions via a 
mailed floppy disk (again plain ASCII format) are 
OK too; I can take either PC or Macintosh for-
matted disks. Typed or laser-printed manuscripts 
will be scanned and so should be prepared in 
column widths of nor more than 4”, single-spaced 
with a blank line between paragraphs, using a 9-
10 point serif font like Times New Roman (the 
same as this paragraph). Handwritten manuscripts 
(except for short want ads) and items printed on 
dot-matrix printers cannot be scanned and so are 
not acceptable. If you are sending some form of 
graphic material, e.g. diagrams or game compo-
nents, please submit clean black-and white origi-
nals suitable for scanning. 
 

SGS PUBLICATIONS 
 

Back issues of Strategist are available as a serv-
ice to members, for US$1.00 each. Many back 
issues are available, going back over 25 years to 
the founding of the Society. Beginning with Vol. I 
(1973), we have many of the following still avail-
able: V.1#3-5.8; V.2#4,5,7-12; V.3#4,5; V.4#1-3, 
5-12; V.5 all; V.6#1-5, 7, 9-12; V.7#1-4, 6, 7, 10, 
12; V.8.#2, 4, 9-11; V.9#1, 10; V.10#1-4, 7-11; 
V.11#1, 3-12; V.12#1-6, 8, 10-12; V.13#1, 3, 5-
12; V.14#1-10. Some more recent issues are 
available: write George Phillies for details (back 
issues less than two years old sell for US$1.50). 

Pimper's All The World's Wargames By game 
collector Jeff Pimper, the four volumes of this 
labor of love list the title, publisher, year pub-

lished, and descriptive for over 2,000 published 
board wargames. Volume I (1958-77), Volume II 
(1978-83), Volume III (1984-88), Volume IV 
(1989-95). Volumes are US$4.00 each and are 
available from George Phillies. 

The Wargamer's Encyclopediac Dictionary: 
Definitions and some longer essays for over 400 
words and phrases unique to the hobby. This 
volume provides a thorough coverage of our 
hobby's slang and history. Cost US$4.00 from 
George Phillies. 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

February 2000  
Since the previous report, we have had 17 new 
and 11 renewed memberships.. Membership pres-
ently stands at 100.  
 
Treasury (1/22/2000 to 2/20/2000)  
Total of Treasury and All Advance Accounts 
1/22/2000 …………………………….....$1826 
Treasury Balance 1/22/2000 …………....$2032 
New Members: .………………………......$260 
(Sheldon Smith, 3088 Rockaway, Atlanta GA 
30341. Nicholas Goedert, 286 Elliot Mail, 101 
Dunster, Cambridge MA 02138; Andreas Keirat, 
Nordstrasse 35D-27619, Schiffd-Spaden Ger-
many; Mark Jackson, 3416 Country Hill Road, 
Antioch TN 37013; Trey Nichols, 301 Greyhawk, 
Vacaville CA 95688; Paul Sampson, 508 Bow-
man Drive, Kent Ohio 44240; Mike Tober, 5090 
Blank ROad, Sebastopol CA 95472; Talon 
Douds, 7536 441st Street North, Seminole FL 
33776; Joseph March, 106 Evergreen, Sterling 
VA 20164; Stephen Fawcett, 109 Laramie Drive, 
Ladson SC 29456;  Evan Davis, 4919 Cristofer, 
Fort Wayne Indiana, 46806; David Carroll,  6213 
Windbrook, Blacklick Ohio 43004; Richard Hut-
nik, 30 Johnson Road, Lagrangeville NY 12540; 
Darryl Rubin, POB 907 Redmond Washington 
98073; Peter Schutze, 15 Shadforth, Wiley Park, 
NSW, Australia; Kevin Gonzalez, Athens GA 
30606) 
Renewals: ……………………………….....$180  
(Boyd, Skowsky, Germond, Carmack (2 years), 
Longo, Stein, Laskey, Grells, Zollitsch, Greene, 
Rhea) 
Interest.....……………………………………....2 
Back Issues..……………………………........ 30 
Coalition Web Back Issues (Quarterly)……..$8 
To Publisher.....……………………………$25 
Treasury Balance 2/20/2000 …….…….. $2486 
 
Very Old Publisher's Adv Acct 2/20/2000..... $34 
Publisher Phillies Adv Acct 2/20/2000  
( Old + $25 to publisher)………………..... -173 
Publisher Schloesser Advance Account……....0 
 
Total of Treasury and All Advance Accounts 
2/20/2000 ......……………………...........$2347 
Treasury includes Special Fund for the Advance-
ment of the Society……………………….......$7 
 
George Phillies 
   Treasurer, SGS 
   February 20, 2000   Worcester, Massachusetts 
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INTERNET REVIEW:  
BRITISH WARGAMES 

 
- by Peter L. de Rosa 

 
The great virtue of the Web these days is 
that anyone can post a page on it with a 
minimal amount of effort. That is also the 
bad thing about cyberspace. As of late 1999, 
there were over a billion web pages just 
waiting for visitors, and finding what you 
want among these is no easy matter. If 
SearchEngineWatch.com92’s information 
has any accuracy, the best one can do with a 
single search tool is the 300 million pages 
indexed by Fast Search (www.alltheweb.
com). There is hope, however, for those 
seeking anything useful on the Web in a 
reasonable amount of time. This is the rise 
of specialty search engines. These sites re-
sist the temptation to list everything, and 
instead focus on a single sliver of human 
endeavor. In short, they have done the pre-
liminary sorting for the researcher.  
 
One can find engines dedicated to virtually 
anything, and British Wargames (www.
britwar.co.uk) has done its part with The 
Wargames and Military History Search En-
gine. This particular tool is still in its in-
fancy with a mere 173 sites listed. Still, the 
ambitions of its owners are clear. They have 
constructed a framework for a comprehen-
sive directory for all gaming genres and pe-
riods of warfare, as well as a mechanism for 
registering new sites. As with any good spe-
cialized Web index, the directory is search-
able. As an added touch, everlasting prestige 
can be won through a site of the month con-
test.  
 
British Wargames has other features besides 
the engine, including TO&E data for nations 
that fought in Europe in World War II, 
miniatures articles, and bulletin boards. 
They even provide the local time in Wash-
ington, London, and Moscow, and news 
headlines. They plan to have historical arti-
cles and chat rooms in the future.  
 
So far, British Wargames is a Web locale in 
its early stages of development, but its  fu-
ture looks good. Check on it in a year or so. 
 
- Peter L. de Rosa can be reached at 
pldr@netscape.netwww.gis.net/~pldr/index.html. 
Peter also edits Academic Gaming Quarterly, an 
e-zine catering to educators who want to use 

NICHT DIE BOHNE 
 

Review by Greg J. Schloesser 
 
What is it with Germans and beans? We've 
had Bohnanza, La Isla Bohnita, Space-
Beans ... and now Nicht die Bohne. I've had 
the great pleasure of traveling extensively in 
Germany and don't recall beans being a large 
dietary staple or being such a big deal. Nev-
ertheless, beans seem to be an enticing theme 
when it comes to games. 
 
Nicht die Bohne, designed by Horst Reiner 
Rosner and released by Amigo, is a clever 
Essen release which has been mostly over-
looked. That's a shame, as it is quite a fun 
and nasty card game with some interesting 
twists.  The game rules and mechanics are 
very simple, but do require one to warp his 
thinking outside of the normal patterns. 
There are four sets (colors) of cards, each 
color with two sets of cards numbered 1 - 10, 
three 'minus' cards, one x2 card, and one 
'Nicht die Bohne' ("Not the Bean") card. 
These are all shuffled together and dealt out 
evenly to the players. The game can accom-
modate from 3 - 6 players, but I've found that 
it would actually plays better with 5 or 6. 
 
The start player places one of his cards face 
up on the table and marks it with the wooden 
bean token. All other players then simultane-
ously play a card face-down from their hands 
and they are then revealed. The start player 
then chooses one of the cards (not the one 
marked with the bean token) and places it in 
his field in front of him. The player whose 
card was chosen then selects one of the other 
cards. This continues until only one player 
hasn't had a selection, and he gets the origi-
nal card marked with the bean token. He will 
now be the 'start' player for the next round. 
 
What are you trying to accomplish? Well, 
once all cards have been played and col-
lected, the scoring round is held. Players 
score each of their colors independently. You 
tally the numbers on each of one the cards 
for one color you managed to collect. If you 
have either 0 or 2 negative cards, the result is 
positive. If you have 1 or 3 negative cards, 
however, the result is negative. This figure is 
then doubled if you collected the x2 card ... 
which, of course, could be either a negative 
or positive result. This same calculation is 
done for each of your four colors collected 
and the totals added for a final result. 
 
The game is played over three rounds and the 
player with the highest cumulative total is the 
victor. Again, sounds easy enough. The 
warped thinking required, however, is that 

when you are the 'start' player, you usually 
want to lead with a card no one would want. 
This forces your opponents to play cards you 
desire so you will choose their card, allowing 
them to pick next. They are all trying to 
avoid being the last player to have his card 
selected, otherwise they will get stuck with 
the nasty lead card. So, to get a good card, 
you have to lead with a bad one. 
 
However, you don't want to help your oppo-
nents TOO much, so sometimes it is wiser to 
offer horrible cards that your opponent will 
have to take, even if it means you getting 
hurt, too. With more players, however, this 
gets more and more difficult to accomplish. 
One also must keep a careful eye on the num-
ber of cards which have already been played, 
especially the 'negative' cards. Getting stuck 
with one negative cards isn't a tragedy IF the 
other two negative cards have not yet been 
played yet. However, one must be careful to 
not to get stuck with that last negative card if 
it will result in an overall negative score for 
you for that color. 
 
During the card selection process, with four 
players, it is not too difficult to decipher 
which cards will likely be selected by whom. 
That's the one real problem I see with the 
game. It tends to bog down as a player con-
templates, " If I take the yellow 3 from Bill, 
then Bill will likely take the Blue 1 from 
Greg, which means Greg will have to take 
the negative green from Ashton, who'll then 
get stuck with the yellow negative. But, if I 
take the negative green from Ashton, then 
Ashton will take .....". The game is one which 
is very susceptible to such analyzation and 
calculation, which with four players greatly 
bogged the game down. Later playings with 5 
and 6 players actually sped up the game as 
such analysis and calculation proved to be 
too cumbersome and difficult, so players 
didn't try to do it. One rule we steadfastly 
enforce following the first round is, 'no help-
ing other players'. Let them play their own 
game, for better or worse.  
 
Nicht die Bohne is quite fun and, to my sur-
prise, quite vicious. In a recent edition of 
Counter magazine, Stuart Dagger accurately 
said, " This is not a game where you have a 
huge amount of control, but it is one that 
often offers plenty of scope for group mal-
ice." Due to this 'malice', I don't know if this 
game is really destined to be a 'family' game 
that I originally envisioned. But that's OK ... 
a little viciousness within a circle of gamers 
can be a fun thing! 
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Rosa Luxembourg Lives! 
A Review of Freikorps 

- by Gary Valenza 
 
Freikorps is one of the latest DTP games, pub-
lished by Microgame Coop (be prepared to cut 
and paste) from the fertile mind of Brian R. 
Train, and while each of his other offerings 
have much to recommend them this may be 
his best game yet. Brian’s works are really of a 
kind and he is showing himself to be a master 
of this particular wargame niche. His game 
design style is specifically aimed toward quick 
play, yet without being complicated there is 
much complexity ( and hence replayability). 
You can also rest assured there will be some 
level of politics built into the game mechan-
ics, and usually there will be plenty of battles 
before the game is over. You can also count 
on some sly humor slipped into the rules 
(usually in the random events table). 
 
Freikorps is a basic IGO-YUGO format, al-
though the side with the higher morale at the 
beginning of the turn will go first (there is also 
a limited ability to “counterattack “ during the 
opposing player’s turn by units who were not 
attacked.)The concept of the game presumes 
that Budenny's Konarmiya won the battle of 
Warsaw in 1920, and  Lenin has given the go 
ahead to try to conquer the rest of Poland and 
Germany in the name of the workers and poor 
peasants. The Soviet player must successfully 
drive into Germany with the Red Army and 
capture enough cities  and town hexes within a 
10 week period (each turn = one week) before 
winter and lack of supplies will grind them to 
a halt. Standing in their way is the German 
“Freikorps”-various German units of  demobi-
lized soldiers (although not mentioned in the 
rules anywhere, these units were generally of a 
proto-fascist political orientation and undoubt-
edly would have in reality taken up arms 
against the “Red Menace”, a detachment of 
Freikorps was in fact responsible for the brutal 
murder of Polish socialist revolutionary , and 
Spartacist League founder, Rosa Luxembourg 
in 1919 during the ill-timed Spartacist insur-
rection.), and the Reichswehr units currently 
under arms (as allowed by the Versailles 
Treaty),- as well as interventionist Entente 
members, USA, Great Britain, and France, and 
the remnants of Pilsudski’s Polish National 
Army.  
 
The actual number of units on both sides , 
however, is not predetermined, and die rolls 
are required to ascertain the actual number 
and types of units that begin the game. Stan-
dard combat ratios and a die roll determine the 
outcomes of battles, but there a number of 
variables included that can shift the odds or be 
a Die Roll Modifier. Each “force” (Freikorps, 

Entente, Konarmiya, Red Army, etc.) has a 
“cadre level” that abstractly represents that 
force’s cohesion, morale, fighting ability, 
arms and equipment, etc. that will influence it 
s performance in battle. The combat units, 
themselves are brigade or division level infan-
try and cavalry, some of whom have “Shock” 
capability (e.g. U.S. infantry divisions, Konar-
miya Cavalry Divisions). There are also 
“assets”-armor, trains , artillery, and airplanes, 
all of which provide a DRM when included in 
combat (they may be used for either offense or 
defense) and armor and trains also are “shock 
“ capable. When 50% or more of the units-
combat and asset- are “shock’’ capable, the 
player, at his option may use the Shock Com-
bat Results Table which can improve the effi-
cacy of the attack. The various combat units 
all have a variety of attack and defense 
strengths that whenever units are made avail-
able (start up, reinforcement or replacement) 
must be drawn randomly from your “Force 
Unit Pool”. The force with the higher cadre 
level will shift the odds ratio by the difference 
in the two side’s cadre level.  
 
For example , a stack of Freikorps (cadre level 
2) attacking a Red Army stack (cadre level 1) 
at 3-1 odds, would shift the odds 1 column to 
the right making the odds 4-1. There are also 
couple of “curves” thrown in that , while sub-
tle, will substantially alter both your strategic 
and tactical approach to combat. There are no 
Zones of Control, and the same defender hex 
may be attacked by more than one stack in a 
turn. Stacking levels also vary depending on 
the terrain. Attacking stacks in cities, with 
their larger stacking allowance and their 2 
column odds shift defense can be ferocious 
bloodbaths. Perhaps the most intriguing aspect 
of combat are some of the “results” on the 
CRT. By far the most interesting involves an 
interactive result of increasing levels of com-
bat casualties on both sides until the attacker 
chooses to “disengage”. (or nobody is left 
standing).  
 
Combat losses are taken in a combination of 
step losses and number of hexes retreated-the 
first loss must always be a step, and no more 
than two hexes can be taken in retreat to sat-
isfy step losses. If the Shock Combat Results 
Table is used, at least 50% of step losses must 
be from “shock” capable units. Brigades are 
one step, as are Assets, and divisions are two 
steps-a division may take one step loss by be-
ing replaced by a “remnant “ unit, much 
weaker than the original unit. Any time a unit 
retreats it is “disrupted” (designated by flip-
ping the piece over) losing most of its func-
tions. During recovery phase “disrupted” units 
can be undisrupted by a modified die roll of 6 
or higher. You refer to the Disruption Recov-
ery Table for die roll modifiers that can  help 

or hinder the chances of recovery. 
 
The potentially bloody nature of combat is 
where movement and supply rules come in 
handy. It is not always easy, or even practical 
to try to maintain a solid front line of units, 
rather it is critical to defend cities and supply 
lines or have units available to “suppress” 
unforeseen revolts. Thus the opportunities for 
large sweeping battles of maneuver, with 
which it may be sometimes possible to bypass 
cities and force a retreat exist. It’s not a bad 
idea to use some cavalry to cut off supply 
lines, either., and to garrison cities behind 
your lines to protect them from cavalry raids 
and such (particularly Berlin and Warsaw re-
spectively as if either is captured by units of 
the opposing side, Sudden Death Victory oc-
curs for the capturing side!)  The Red supply 
is designed to be more brittle (one of many 
very well designed asymmetries in the game) 
than the White’s- Red supply is provided by 
HQ units which only have a 2 hex supply ra-
dius, and in turn the HQ must be within 2 
hexes of a railroad line free of enemy units, as 
opposed to the Whites whose HQ supply ra-
dius is 3 hexes. Additionally the Reds have 
fewer HQs than the Whites., thus making sus-
tained map wide offensive operations difficult 
unless planned with extreme care. On the 
other hand Freikorps and Entente HQs can 
only supply their own units and cannot com-
bine in a multihex combat. Each side can rap-
idly shift units as needed through the use of 
Strategic Movement which doubles a unit’s 
Movement Factor. The ultimate affect of all 
this is a lot of maneuver warfare, cavalry 
sweeping behind enemy lines and often a 
group of separate battle “pockets” rather than 
a coherent front line. The onus of attack, at 
least initially , lies with the Red Army, as vic-
tory conditions are determined by which side 
has the most cities and towns in its possession 
at the game’s conclusion, and at the start the 
Red Army has Warsaw...period. The Red 
Army, however, should make some rapid cap-
tures, as for the first turn, Freikorps units are 
not allowed to leave German territory (another 
little subtle asymmetry). 
 
The real heart and soul of a Brian Train de-
sign, however, is the political components that 
have either a direct bearing on the outcome of 
combat, or will channel the combat in certain 
directions to account for political exigencies 
that may occur. In Freikorps, this is repre-
sented through morale and the Random Events 
Table ( I don’t think Brian would object if we 
acknowledge Joseph Miranda for taking the 
use of Random Events Tables to a level of 
high art, which Brian has used successfully for 
his own purposes). Morale can be affected by 
capturing enemy HQs, Reds capturing towns 

(Continued on page 5) 
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(Continued from page 4) 
and cities or Whites recapturing a Red held 
one or by a result on the Random Events 
Table. Morale is recorded on the “Morale 
Track” and can range from 1 to 20 
(beginning morale levels are determined by 
die roll). Very low or very high morale will 
affect the “cadre level”  of that side’s unit. 
Additionally morale will affect the variable 
reinforcement table. Very low morale for 
the Whites also allows “volunteer” units 
from other European countries to enter the 
game on the side of the Whites. The Ran-
dom Events Table also provides for various 
other points of  “friction”-desertion, defec-
tion, “artistic protest”(!), and very critically, 
the possibility of uprisings occurring in 
enemy held towns and cities. While both 
sides have the capability- the Whites can 
put Polish National Army units in Red oc-
cupied Polish cities/towns, and the Reds 
can put Spartacist militia units (God bless 
Rosa Luxembourg) in White occupied 
ones- the likelihood  of which side will do 
this is skewed slightly in favor of the Reds. 
These uprisings have the obvious benefit of 
gaining that side another town (Victory 
Conditions) and even has the ability to push 
out any enemy units in the town. They can 
only be eliminated from the town/city by 
attacking them, and as long as one remains 
located in its town/city,  it will produce a 
new militia unit each reinforcement phase. 
Their presence also does a nice job of dis-
rupting supply lines. 
 
There are also a number of optional rules-
the Trotsky train, Red and Royal navy, ca-
pability of forming a mechanized British 
division, et al. all of which easily slip into 
the game mechanics and I see no reason not 
to play with all of them. They are not par-
ticularly complicated and they add some 
pleasing chrome to the game without dis-
rupting its flow at all. 
 
The game itself, as I have alluded to is fast 
paced, certainly enjoyable and challenging 
and can easily be played in one sitting. The 
asymmetry, the friction of random events 
and random drawing from the “Force 
Pools” guarantees many twists and turns of 
fortune within the confines of a single 
game, and allows for substantial replayabil-
ity. Beyond what has been mentioned con-
cerning the utilization of strategies of ma-
neuver and harassing supply lines, there is 
clearly numerous possibilities for both sides 
as to where to establish their “centers of 
gravity”, given that each side will have 
some “elite troops” (Reds-Konarmiya, 
Whites-U.S. divisions), as well as deciding 
which assets to incorporate into your OOB. 
East Prussia alone presents a number of 
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Freikorps After Action Report 
- by Gary Valenza 

 
Playing Freikorps, one must be ready to be 
flexible and reverse directions on a dime 
when necessary. It is not possible to be suc-
cessful, unless a series of potential back up 
plans are available. There is that much 
“friction” to deal with. In the game reported 
on, the Entente intention was to use East 
Prussia as the staging area for an ongoing 
offensive operation to tie down Red Army 
troops and keep the Entente out of Warsaw. 
For this to have any hope of success, how-
ever, the initial set up must have a number 
of favorable conditions available to the En-
tente. In this game, the only favorable oc-
currence was a 13-8 initiative advantage for 
the Entente, which, except for the first turn 
allowed the Entente to move first. The other 
set up die roles were substantially unfavor-
able for an early Entente offensive. The 
Konarmiya was at full strength, and beyond 
the mandatory ten Freikorps divisions 
(which were assigned to offensive opera-
tions out of East Prussia),  the Entente side 
was left with little beyond US and French 
divisions to defend Germany. 
 
In the event, the Entente offensive went 
fairly well through Turn 3, advancing south 
from two axes from western and eastern 
East Prussia. A decisive battle with cavalry 
charges and counterattacks by both sides 
around Thorn, however, ultimately broke 
the back of the Entente’s offensive. The 
Red Army used its regular units to accom-
plish this, which allowed the nearly invinci-
ble full strength Konarmiya to plunge due 
west into Germany proper. The combina-
tion of these two occurrences had also 
gained the initiative for  

(Continued on page 6) 

options in strategy for both sides, e.g. 
should the Whites place their initial center 
of gravity there and thus present a serious 
threat to Warsaw ( maintaining an open 
supply line to East Prussia is not easy 
though), or conversely should the Reds 
just try to contain the Whites there while 
smashing into Germany proper, but leav-
ing a considerable threat to their own more 
brittle supply lines?  Those are just a taste 
of the many juicy decisions you are faced 
with when playing this delightful game. 
 
Certainly I have some small quibbles with 
some of the historicity  (e.g. even if the 
Konarmiya had won the battle of Warsaw 
in real life,  I wonder if its manpower and 
equipment had already been pushed be-
yond its capacity, so how effective a fight-
ing force it would have been is open to 
interpretation, but certainly within the con-
text of the game it represents a nice ele-
ment for the Red Army player to utilize its 
high quality for maximum effect, and I 
would have liked to see some “proletarian 
volunteer” units on the Bolshevik side), 
but after all this is an alternate history 
game in which there are an infinite number 
of “alternatives” to choose from, so my 
complaints are really picking at the small-
est of nits. Possibly the Random Events 
Table and morale could be a little more 
integrated  For example, while morale is a 
direct result of events on the battlefield, 
there is no correlation to what may occur 
on the Random Events Table (which can 
also dictate an increase or decrease in mo-
rale). So certainly some very surprising 
events can occur that may juxtapose them-
selves in an unusual fashion as they effect 
outcomes. Again, not really a major issue, 
particularly if you enjoy games with tons 
o’ friction (as I do). 
 
Thus, it should be clear whether or not you 
would enjoy this game. If you are into this 
“niche” of political/military combat with 
friction and essentially infinite play possi-
bilities, then this is a must buy. Even if  
you don’t think of yourself as a fan of 
“political”  or alternate history wargames, 
if you at least like an intellectually stimu-
lating few hours with a few surprises 
thrown in, you still would find this game 
totally enjoyable. 
 
 
- Gary Valenza fights the power every 
chance he gets. Freikorps is available 
from the Microgame Co-op for US$9.00 
postpaid. Check out other Microgame Co-
op products at http://members.home.net/
co-op. 
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(Continued from page 5) 
the Red Army which it never relinquished, 
making further offensive operations by the 
Entente impossible. 
 
With the East Prussian Entente offensive 
crushed, the Konarmiya made slow but 
steady advances into Germany mainly 
against US and French units, who cannot 
combine attacks with Freikorps, thus mak-
ing the Entente’s operations fractured and 
uncoordinated. Regular Red Army troops 
mopped up in East Prussia up through Turn 
7. The most damaging effects to the En-
tente, however, were the Random Events. 
In this particular game, Spartacist militias 
were rolled for on four(!) turns, along with 
a US withdrawal.  
 
With the bulk of the army having been de-
stroyed in East Prussia, there were simply 
no reserves to effectively retake Spartacist 
controlled cities and towns, rapidly rein-
forced by Red Army units. The rapid ad-
vances by mainly the Konarmiya allowed 
the Red Army to take “The Pause That Re-
freshes” on Turns 5 and 6, allowing for all 
units to be in supply Turns 7 and 8, and 
thus undercutting the Entente’s attempts to 
use the Polish National Army to cut off the 
ever lengthening Red Army supply lines. 
 
With the Spartacist militia in control of all 
three Berlin hexes, followed by the Konar-
miya entering the city ( Rosa Luxembourg 
met General Budenny at the Brandenburg 
Gate, and before tens of thousands of cheer-
ing Berlin workers, waving red banners, she 
declared Germany a Soviet Republic), the 
Entente position was dire by Turn 6. Al-
though a brutal hard fought battle with the 
Entente’s newly constructed Royal Tank 
Division, recaptured one Berlin hex tempo-
rarily. Throughout Turns 7,8 and 9 the Red 
Army’s units swarming in from newly con-
quered East Prussia allowed the Entente to 
do no more than conduct defensive actions 
in their remaining controlled cities, which 
were again undercut by successful Sparta-
cist revolts, thus resulting in a complete 
Red Army victory at Turn 9. 
 
Clearly, the Entente putting all their eggs in 
one basket resulted in unmitigated disaster. 
Just as certainly, it is not possible to antici-
pate all the potential Random Event effects. 
At the very least, then, it is incumbent on 
both players to maintain as many reserves 
as possible, so as to either take advantage 
of a sudden positive event as well as react 
to a current political disaster. 
 
While generally an operational/strategic 
game, a word must be said about tactical 

Review of SWAHILI 
- by Richard Hutnik 

 
Game: Swahili  
Company: Milton-Bradley, Copyright 1968  
Type of game: Abstract Strategy  
Number of players: 2-4  
Playing time: 20-30 minutes 
 
There is an interesting story behind how I 
managed to get this game. I was looking 
over EBay, and I saw Swahili. It looked like 
an oddball title. My friend Mike, at the 
time, had this game called "Shake Up", 
which looked similar. I figured I would take 
a shot on the game, so I bid on it and won 
it. I opened it up, and found out it was actu-
ally a Mancala variant, with a few twists I 
never saw before in any Mancala style 
game. The game feels like Mancala meets a 
diceless version of Backgammon.  
 
I finally got to play it with my friend Jeff 
and he liked it. He liked it so much, he ac-
tually bid on EBay and won his own copy 
of it. I also know someone else who tried it 
at my local Wargaming/gaming group who 
also liked it and played it also.  Swahili is a 
game dating back to the late 1960s. You 
will find it on EBay on occasion. I have 
seen it several times. You know you have 
the game if you see the name, see it is by 
Milton-Bradley, and also see references to 
African culture (the game says it is from 
"The Cultural Heritage of Africa", which is 
nothing more than a reference to Mancala).  

The game has 4 bases along the outside of 
the 12" by 12" board, 4 bins to put captured 
pieces in and multiple grooved rows that 
lead up to a large pit in the middle. If you 
can imagine a volcano with groves cut into 
it, you have some idea what the game board 
looks like. Each player has 12 pieces they 
stack in their first 4 rows of your safe area, 
three in each row. The pieces look like tiny 
statues and their bases fit in the grooves on 
the board.  
 
The object of Swahili is to score the most 
points before a single player is out of pieces 
(they are either captured or in the pit in the 
middle). During your turn, you activate a 
single row and sow the pieces forward to-
ward the pit on the top/middle of the game 
board, one piece per level, advancing until 
you put your last piece down. At this point, 
you can choose to continue, if you have 
more than one piece in the row you landed 
on (repeating the process), or stop. If you 
stop, and an opponent or opponent has a 
single piece of theirs, you can capture it (if 
it is past the first 6 rows on the outside of 
the board). If an opponent has 2 or more 
pieces in the row, you can't capture them. 
This process of continuing to sow pieces 
can continue until you land a piece in a row 
that has none of your pieces in it, or you 
choose to stop. Players sow their pieces up 
to the pit in the middle of the board. Once 
the pit is hit, the player drops one of their 
pieces in the pit and then start again in their 
first row on the outside. Players score 10 
points for each piece that lands in the pit, 
and 5 points for each opponent's piece they 
capture. The winner is the player who has 
the most points once one player is out of 
pieces.  These simple set of rules lead to a 
game that has a definite German style game 
feel to it. You are always confronted with 
choices. Do you rush to advance or slowly 
advance, making sure your pieces are pro-
tected. Do you stop or continue sowing? In 
addition, while there is no luck involved in 
the game, the game does generate its dose 
of unpredictability. You may think you are 
going to lose, but manage to pull the game 
out in the end game. All these leads to a 
game that will keep you on the edge of your 
seat until the very end.  
 
I like this game a lot. I have played it nu-
merous times and have yet to formulate a 
winning strategy to it. I see there are sound 
principles that need to be followed in the 
game, but every approach seems to have a 
counter to it. The game confronts a player 
with counter-intuitive tactics that are 
needed. Like, after playing the game several 
times, counter intuitively, madly rushing 
forward to get to the top actually has a de-
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concerns. The shock effects as well as the 
“assets” (airplanes, armored trains, artillery, 
and armor) must be allocated carefully so as 
to gain a local advantage in a given combat. 
As they were historically in this period, 
these battles were primarily infantry or gal-
loping cavalry affairs, but there are just 
enough opportunities to use some assets to 
gain a tactical advantage in a particular bat-
tle. Thus their use and presence must be 
carefully husbanded and planned. This is 
one area where the player may have the 
upper hand in the “friction” component of 
the war. 
 
This game will certainly never be the same 
from one playing to the next, and successful 
strategies will not necessarily carry over 
from one game to the next either. As such, 
the entertainment value of this game is 
quite high, not to mention the level of chal-
lenge offered to the players. 
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XTR, INTERRUPTED 
 
Those of you who subscribe or have sub-
scribed to Command magazine have no 
doubt heard about publisher XTR’s continu-
ing problems with printers and distribution.  
The following message was recently posted 
on ConsimWorld: 
 
“Ty Bomba - 08:25am Feb 16, 2000 PST  
 
A few weeks back I reported here that the check 
had gone off to the printer to advance-pay for the 
main magazine portion of [Command] no. 53. 
Sadly, I just found out a few days ago that was 
only a preliminary payment to get them to start 
"setting up" the magazine for printing.  
 
What that means is, our recovery from the collapse 
of the over-the-counter wargame market is not 
going as swiftly as I'd hoped. Accordingly, Chris 
and Larry and I have met to discuss this and de-
cided, in order to keep Command from devolving 
into "CounterAttack the 2nd," to take ourselves off 
salary for this year.  
 
We'd seen this as a possibility at mid-year in 1999; 
so Larry and I hustled during the time since then to 
get ahead of our normal production curve. That 
means at this point we already have the entire 
magazine and game production for calendar 2000 
"in the can." So the fact we're now looking for 
temporary new day jobs won't bind things up from 
that side.  
 
By plowing our salaries back into the magazine, 
we hope we can speed up our recovery and finally 
get fully back on track by the end of the year.  
Thanks for your continued patience and support.” 

PROFILE:  
AUGUSTUS BELLONA, 

GAME DESIGNER 
 
An infrequent feature in Strategist is the 
“profile piece.”  In it, we try to tell you 
something about one of the people involved 
in the hobby who, in doing what they do, set 
gamers apart as a class from other sub-
groups of mutant trainspotters. This month 
we take a look at Augustus Bellona, one of 
the first amateur designers to make a name 
for himself in the field of DTP (Desk-Top-
Published) games, even before that term was 
invented. 
 
Hobby historians will recall that local high 
school students were often hired by Simula-
tions Publications Incorporated (SPI) to as-
semble and package their products, back in 
the early 1970s when their business was 
mostly mail-order. This was where young 
Augustus, recruited from the Gugliemo 
Achille Cavellini Reformatory for Boys in 
Brooklyn, got his start in the gaming indus-
try. As he toiled in the SPI warehouse, sort-
ing out bundles of errata and dodging the 
sharp-cornered counter sheets the other kids 
were prone to Frisbee at each other’s heads 
from time to time, he resolved to make a 
name for himself as a designer of soft-
edged, errata-free games, second only to the 
Great Dunnigan. 
 
Augustus began to subscribe to the numer-
ous “ditto zines” that were then common to 
the hobby. It seemed as if almost every war-
game club in the United States that could 
hijack the school Gestetner was producing 
some form of newsletter or other publica-
tion, often featuring the designing talents of 
their members. Augustus dived into this 
samizdat smorgasbord headfirst, contribut-
ing to such amateur publications as Intem-
perate Phoenix, Xenophagic, and Whap! 
Quarterly. He was well aware of the trap 
that so many designers fall into, i.e. that of 
simply overhauling their last design to make 

a new one, so was always keen to come up 
with new and different play mechanics and 
subjects that had not been covered before. 
He also struggled constantly against the 
graphic limitations imposed by manual type-
writers, crumbling stencils, and a chronic 
lack of shirt cardboard to make counters. 
 
By now out of school, and working as a 
fingerstall tester to make ends meet, Augus-
tus Bellona died in October, 1978 when his 
kidneys spontaneously combusted due to 
long-time exposure to rubber cement fumes. 
Fame had eluded him, for he had been never 
been sufficiently self-promoting or prolific, 
but his games have been judged to be the 
most perfectly errata-free amateur designs 
ever to be published. They include: 
 
- Battle of Kyzyl, self-published 1971 (on 
the Soviet annexation of Tuva in 1944) 
- War for the Fruit, Hexamatic Press 1973 
(subtitled “Orchards of Fire”) 
- Invasion: Kiska, Wampum Games 1973 
(first in their "Pointless Games" series) 

(Continued from page 6) 
fensive element to it. Doing this allows you 
to get pieces back into your first few rows 
so you can sneak up on your opponent from 
behind who is lagging.  
 
Now, there are a few nits about the game. 
One, there is what I dub the "Captain Miller 
Syndrome" (in reference to the moving 
"Saving Private Ryan"). The little statues 
pieces tend to fall over, particularly if your 
hand shakes, like mine does (think of Cap-
tain Miller from Private Ryan). It is annoy-
ing. A second nit is that the game can be 
argued to have what looks like a politically 
incorrect tone to it. It is supposed to pay 
tribute to African Culture, but the pieces 
look stereotyped. In addition, some twisted 
mind can think the point of the game is 
march African tribesmen into a volcano for 
points (the board does look like a volcano). 
One other nit has to do with the rules. Some 
things are not spelled out as well as they 
could be. Like the rules regarding how 
many times you can continue to resow 
pieces and whether multiple captures could 
occur if you can resow. We managed to 
piece it together, but the rules are vague 
enough to allow multiple interpretations. 
This is a minor nit, however.  
 
All and all, Swahili makes a great 20-30 
minute strategy filler game. The game's 
components are a bit larger than what usu-
ally fits as a filler game, as far as game size 
goes, but still worth having.  
 
- Richard Hutnik has an opposable thumb. For that 
reason, we hope to see more writing from him and 
similarly qualified people in the very near future. 
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WOLF PACK 

INTRODUCTION 
This card game. Is a simulation of U-boat attacks 
on Allied shipping during WWII. One player is the 
German wolf pack, the other is the Allied convoy. 
 
SET-UP 
There is one deck and one discard pile. Each player 
draws 5 cards. If the deck runs out before one side 
has achieved victory then shuffle the discards and 
continue play. 
 
TURN SEQUENCE 

• U-boat Draw Phase 

• Convoy Draw Phase 

• U-boat Action Phase 

• Convoy Action Phase 
 
DRAW PHASES 
The indicated player draws 2 cards. The player 
discards down to 5 cards. 
 
U-BOAT ACTION PHASE 
The player may play one card. A Dive card played 
will cause all cards in play to be discarded. The 
Dive card is immediately discarded. To destroy a 
Transport, the U-boat player must play 3 cards in a 
row:  
PERISCOPE – TORPEDO – TRANSPORT. 
Only one card may be played per turn. A played 
card is placed face up and remains in play. When 

all three cards are played in the correct order one 
Transport is destroyed. All three cards are then 
discarded. The Wolf pack wins if they destroy 6 
Transports. 
 
CONVOY ACTION PHASE 
The player may play one card. A Destroyer Sweep 
card played will cause all cards in play to be dis-
carded. The Sweep card is immediately discarded. 
To destroy a U-boat, the Convoy player must play 3 
cards in a row:  
SONAR – DEPTH CHARGES – U-BOAT. 
Only one card may be played per turn. A played 
card is placed face up and remains in play. When 
all three cards are played in the correct order one U-
boat is destroyed. All three cards are then dis-
carded. The Convoy wins if they destroy 4 U-boats. 
 
Water- type cards have no use, they just fill the 
players hand. A Cat and Mouse or a Near Miss card 
can be discarded to cause opponent to discard a 
random card from his hand. 
 
GAME DESIGNER’S NOTES 
Originally I wanted each player to have one target card in 
their hand. Attack cards would allow you to draw one 
random card from your opponents hand. If you picked the 
target card, then you sank an enemy vessel. The target 
card would then be returned to the players hand. I figured 
the target cards would get worn so quickly, they would 
stand out. Otherwise it would be a great bluffing game. 
The final version is good because of the agonizing wait 
for the right card.  
(This design is ©2000 Lloyd A. Krassner) 
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DECK CARD LIST 
(# = Number of this card in the deck) 

# Card Name Type 

12 Sonar Detection 

10 Depth Charges Attack 

8 U-boat Target 

8 Torpedo Attack 

10 Periscope Detection 

12 Transport Target 

6 Dive Evasion 

4 Destroyer Sweep Evasion 

2 Watery Grave Water 

2 North Sea Storm Water 

2 Flotsam & Jetsam Water 

2 Oil Slick Water 

2 Near Miss Discard 

10 Cat and Mouse Discard 

90 total  

SONAR SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

SONAR 
 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

DEPTH 
CHARGE 

U-BOAT U-BOAT 

 

U-BOAT 

 

U-BOAT 

 

U-BOAT 

 

U-BOAT 

 

U-BOAT 

 

U-BOAT 

 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

PERI-
SCOPE 

TORPEDO 

 
TORPEDO 

 

TORPEDO 

 

TORPEDO 

 

TORPEDO 

 

TORPEDO 

 

TORPEDO 

 

TORPEDO 

 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

TRANS-
PORT 

DIVE 
(evade) 

DIVE 
(evade) 

DIVE 
(evade) 

DIVE 
(evade) 

DIVE 
(evade) 

DIVE 
(evade) 

DD Sweep 
(evade) 

DD Sweep 
(evade) 

DD Sweep 
(evade) 

DD Sweep 
(evade) 

Watery 
Grave 

Watery 
Grave 

N. Sea 
Storm 

N. Sea 
Storm 

Flotsam & 
Jetsam 

Flotsam & 
Jetsam 

Oil  
Slick 

Oil  
Slick 

Near  
Miss 

Near  
Miss 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 

Cat & 
Mouse 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 

By:  Greg J. Schloesser 
 

THE SGS WORLDWIDE 
GAMERS DATABASE 

 
New to a community and looking for other 
gamers in your area?  Going on a business 
trip and would like to drop by a local gam-
ing club for a visit?  Or, just looking for 
other gamers in your area to play games 
with? Ever wish there was a comprehensive 
database listing gamers by community and 
the types of games they play?   
 
Well, that is exactly the reason the Strategy 
Gaming Society is building a massive, com-
prehensive database of gamers from around 
the world.  The database will be include 
gamers’ names, addresses and, if available, 
phone numbers and e-mail addresses.  In 
addition, when the information is known, it 
will list the types of games that each person 
is interested in, from war games to German 
style games, miniatures to computer games.   
 
The database will be maintained on the SGS 
website (http://pages.about.com/
strategygames) .  Listings on the database 
are ABSOLUTELY FREE for SGS mem-
bers and a modest $2 for non-members.   Of 
course, this $2 fee will be waived if the per-
son joins the SGS. 
 
Gamer Mark Johnson of California made 
an excellent point concerning the database: 
 
“Personally, I guess I'd like to see the SGS 
simply be *the* centerpiece  of information 
forboard and war gamers. Not that it could 
ever replace existing print and online re-
sources, but rather a gamer could always 
expect that he could find at least pointers to 
all info from the SGS.  Going on a business 
trip to Toledo, hoping to find a pickup game 
of Tikal or ASL? Check the SGS for regis-
tered players in that town. “ 
 
This is EXACTLY the reason we're building 
the Worldwide Gamers Database.  It is truly 
needed and the SGS is proud to be able to 
provide this service. 
 
Please be sure to complete the database 
form which is included on the SGS website 
(or complete the form found in this issue 
and return it as indicated).  We hope to have 
the database up and running by the end of 
April 2000. 

DATABASE INFORMATION FORM  
 

Please complete all of the information and mail the form to:  
Strategy Gaming Society  

c/o Greg J. Schloesser  
P.O. Box 1753  

Marrero, Louisiana 70073-1753  
 
IMPORTANT: If you are NOT currently a member of the SGS, please make 
sure to include a $2.00 check or money order, payable to the SGS.  
 

YES! Please list me on the SGS Worldwide Gamers Database!  
 

____ I AM a member of the SGS. My listing is ABSOLUTELY FREE!  
____ No, I AM NOT currently a member of the SGS. I am enclosing $2.00 for my 
listing and to help maintain the database.  
 
NAME:  
 
STREET ADDRESS: 
 
CITY:                                             STATE:                            ZIP CODE: 
 
COUNTRY:  
 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 
 
E-MAIL ADDRESS:   
 
TYPE OF GAMES PLAYED (Please circle all those which apply):  
 
WAR GAMES                                GERMAN-STYLE STRATEGY GAMES  
MINIATURES                               COMPUTER GAMES  
CHESS                                            ROLE-PLAYING GAMES  
COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES  
 
IF YOU ARE REQUESTING A LISTING FOR A GAMING ORGANIZA-
TION, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SECTION:  
 
NAME OF GAMING ORGANIZATION:  
CITY:                                             STATE:                             
COUNTRY:  
 
TYPE OF GAMES PLAYED (Please circle all those which apply):  
 
WAR GAMES                                GERMAN STYLE STRATEGY GAMES  
MINIATURES                               COMPUTER GAMES  
CHESS                                            ROLE-PLAYING GAMES  
COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES  
 
CONTACT INFORMATION (please include name, e-mail address, mailing ad-
dress & phone number):  
 

 
Thank you for joining our Worldwide Gaming Database ! 
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VIGOROUSLY CONSIDER 
THE BENEFITS OF  

SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP !! 
 

- by Greg J. Schlosser, President SGS 
 
Membership in the Strategy Gaming Society 
is soaring!  Thanks to the efforts and contri-
butions of many folks, we have gained over 
30 new members in the past month and there 
are no signs of this growth spurt abating.  It 
seems that everyone is excited about the 
various programs and services the SGS is 
providing.  And there's more to come! 
 
Please don't forget our member discount 
programs.  The following vendors are offer-
ing a 5% discount on ALL orders for SGS 
members: 
 
• Boulder Games: http://BoulderGames.

com; 1-800-299-6565 (Colorado) 
• RC Games & Hobbies:  http://www.

hobbiesandgames.com; 1-216-381-
5009 (Cleveland Heights, Ohio) 

• Seriously Fun Games:  http://www.
seriouslyfungames.com; 1-720-887-
8434 (Colorado) 

 
In addition, all NEW members receive dis-
count coupons from Avalanche Press, 
Games USA, Moments in History and 
Stratamax.   
 
Please support these SGS sponsors by 
checking out their websites and placing an 
order with them. (Be sure to mention that 
you are a member when you order, though.) 
 
I also want to mention that Seriously Fun 
Games has incorporated a page on their 
website wherein individuals can join the 
SGS directly. Further, Seriously Fun Games 
offers an immediate 10% discount to those 
individuals who place an order at the same 
time they join the SGS.  We have already 
gained quite a few new members via their 
website.  Many thanks to Paul Gifford and 
Seriously Fun Games for their support.  
Finally, don't forget that for each new mem-
ber you recruit, your SGS membership is 
extended for one month.  Spread the word! 
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TEAM TRACKLESS -  
FIREFIGHT DONE RIGHT? 

 
- by Brian R. Train 

 
Twenty-five years ago, Jim Dunnigan and 
others at SPI worked on Firefight, a simple 
modern combat game pitched at the fire-
team/individual vehicle level. The work was 
originally done on contract with the U.S. 
Army to teach its soldiers about the capabili-
ties of the weapons they and their antago-
nists would use on the real battlefield. SPI 
worked hard on the design but the end result 
was less than what he had hoped. Jim writes 
about the experience in this excerpt from 
The Complete Wargames Handbook (1992 
edition): 
 
“It took a few years but eventually, with the 
help of a $25,000 development contract 
from the Army, we produced the game, 
called Firefight. The Army initially ac-
cepted, but ultimately dropped, Firefight for 
training purposes because it was "too com-
plicated." [Jim also alleged elsewhere that 
the Army insisted on game maps that fea-
tured ridiculously small amounts of ground 
cover and huge fields of fire, apparently to 
drive home to troops the long effective 
ranges of their tank guns and TOW missiles, 
though any actual combat in Germany was 
expected to take place at ranges of less than 
500 yards  -ed.] the But they did get a cou-
ple of thousand copies circulating among 
combat units. However, I estimate that we 
sold more copies of Firefight to soldiers 
than the Army distributed since our contract 
allowed us to publish it for the general pub-
lic. The game was a bestseller and as of 
early 1992, was still in print. [Decision 
Games is still selling copies, if you want 
one - ed.] 
 
The Firefight project was an interesting ex-
ample of how the military (or, I should say, 
the large peacetime military organization) 

operates. All reports I got back from evalu-
ators of Firefight recommended it. I spoke 
to one fellow who headed the evaluation 
team for the Fifth Corps in Germany; he said 
that his team's review was highly favorable. 
The Army even went to the expense of re-
writing the rules in a much more expanded 
and illustrated format. This undoubtedly 
cost much more than it cost us originally to 
do the game. I concluded that for most train-
ing purposes, the game probably was too 
complicated for many potential users (senior 
NCOs and junior officers). Firefight re-
quired too much work to play. It should 
have used a computer. But computers were 
not yet generally available and Firefight 
was. However, many of those troops who 
were able to get a copy found it useful. At 
least it showed them was a manual wargame 
was and what it could, and could not, do for 
them.” 
 
Jim now spends much of his time as a 
“Beltway Bandit” (although he operates, as 
always, from New York), doing consultancy 
work for the myriad agencies of the Ameri-
can defense industry. And one of his latest 
projects, Team Trackless, is a volunteer, 
unclassified effort to use commercial com-
puter wargames to test new doctrine and 
tactics for the new "trackless" (wheeled ar-
mored vehicles) brigades the US Army is 
experimenting with. Team Trackless mem-

(Continued on page 11) 

The AALAV-25, one of the vehicles to be used in the 
Army’s experimental “trackless” brigades. 

Huge selection of wargames and German games at prices nobody beats  
(plus a 5% discount on ALL orders for SGS members!) 

Voice/  Fax: 912-935-8777 
Orders: 800-299-6565 

E-mail: BoulderG@aol.com 
Web: http:/ /www.bouldergames.com/  
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(Continued from page 10) 
bers are all wargamers, and many are war-
game developers and military professionals. 
The purpose of Team Trackless is to see if 
new ideas can be tested by military profes-
sionals using off-the-shelf tools. The project 
is being run through Jim’s Strategy Page 
website. Here is the URL for the Team 
Trackless page, which now serves as a clear-
ing house for tools and results for the proj-
ect: http://www.strategypage.com/tt/
trackless.htm.  
 
Jim is using the milgames listserv (see 
http://members.aol.com/jfdunnigan/private/
index.htm for information) to get things go-
ing, and e-mail in general to coordinate the 
testing. He says:  
 
“Anyone can participate, although prefer-
ence is given to those with wargaming expe-
rience, or those on active duty and likely to 
serve in one of the new brigades. You will 
need to get a copy of TacOps 3, which can 
be obtained at www.battlefront.com. You 
can also get a free demo of the game there. 
Contact me at jfdunnigan@aol.com and I'll 
put you on the list of testers. Scenario as-
signments will be distributed, testing reports 
collected and published here. We already 
have several army officers on the team, 
some of them involved with creating these 
new units or developing doctrine for them. 
These folks cannot get as involved with this 
project as they would like. But they do plan 
to use the results of our tests.” 
 
TacOps is the simulation program most used 
so far, but other programs that are being 
considered to test the concepts for the new 
brigades are Steel Panthers 3, Operational 
Art of War II, Decisive Action (courseware 
at the Army staff school), and Brigade Com-
bat Team. The latter two were designed by 
Marine and Army officers, and TacOps was 
designed by I.L. Holdridge, a retired Marine 
major. 
 
Let’s hope that this project pays off for both 
the civilian and military sides of the equa-
tion. Ideally, Team Trackless will produce a 
workable organization and an effective set 
of tactics to use with a new weapons system 
that costs a fraction of the price of a battle 

RC HOBBIES 
www.hobbiesandgames.com 

Board Games – Role Playing Games – 
CCGs – Magic – Start Trek – Star Wars – 

Battletech – Middle Earth  
and much more! 

 
(5% discount on all orders for SGS members) 

 
RONALD CHARITY, JR. 

3739 Lowell Road 
Cleveland Hts., OH 44121 

 
Phone: (216) 381-5009  Fax: (216) 691-0526 
E-mail: RChobbies@hobbiesandgames.com 

UPDATE: STRATEGY AND 
TACTICS MAGAZINE 

-By Joe Miranda, editor, S&T  
 
Just Out: S&T 198 Lemberg and Verdun: 
Two WW 1 battles using the familiar Over 
The Top system; lead on the World War One 
Revolution in Military Affairs (Joe Miranda); 
the Air War in North Africa, 1940-43 (a very 
extensive study by Michael Cunningham); 
the Allied Intervention at Archangel in the 
Russian Civil War (by noted game designer 
Perry Moore); and Swedish Volunteers in the 
Russo-Finnish War, 1939-40 (by Anders 
Frankson--now you know what that Swedish 
unit is doing in your Winter War game!).  
 
S&T Upcoming  (Everything is subject to 
change!) 
 
S&T 199 Fight to the Finnish: Two more 
battles (Salla and Allakurtti-Loukhi, 1941) 
using the Forgotten Axis system. Also, a long 
article on Finland in the Second World War. 
S&T 200 French Foreign Legion: Three 
French colonial campaigns, Sun Never Sets 
system. Plus a comprehensive index of the 
contents of all 200 past issues! 
S&T 201 Crimean Battles:  reissues of two 
SPI classics.  
S&T 202 Taipei: Hypothetical Chinese inva-
sion of Taiwan in the early 21st century. 
Demonstrates the rapidly changing nature of 
modern warfare. Land, air and C4I opera-
tions. Special units include new Chinese 
rapid deployment forces and U.S. high-tech 
strike brigades. Extensive air system, with 
conventional, stealth, EW and missile units.  
S&T 203 Xenophon: 10,000 against Per-
sia . Persian Civil War of 401-387 BC. Em-
peror Artaxerxes versus rebels, barbarians 
and outlanders (latter includes Athenian gen-
eral Xenophon). Game map from Greece and 
Egypt in the West to the Indus in the East. 
Phalanxes, cavalry, nomads, agents, ele-
phants.  
S&T 204 Piave: Twilight of the Habsburgs.  
S&T 205 War of 1812. United States versus 
Great Britain, 1812-15. Game map covers 
America east of the Mississippi, British 
North America (Canada), West Indies. Point 
to point movement, historical regiments, In-
dians, three types of naval units, leaders.  “In 
1814 we took a little trip... “ 
S&T 206 Kuban Gateway: Eastern Front, 
WW2.  
S&T 207 Boer War: British Empire versus 
the Boers, 1899-1902. Map covers south Af-
rica. Trade victory points for reinforcements: 
armored trains, mounted infantry, comman-
dos. Leaders include Britain's Kitchener ("K 
of Chaos"), Cecil Rhodes (very good in de-
fending diamond mines), et alia.  

Military Movie Star Trivia: 
Did You Know?  

Jack Hawkins, the star of so many great war 
films of the 1950s and 60s (The Cruel Sea, 
Bridge On the River Kwai, Zulu, Lawrence 
of Arabia, Waterloo) volunteered to serve in 
the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in 1940, after ten 
years performing in films and theater. He 
spent most of his military career arranging 
entertainment for the British forces in India. 
In the 1950s came the film that made Haw-
kins a star, The Cruel Sea. Suffering from 
life-long real life sea sickness, he played the 
captain of the Compass Rose.  
 
Few people know that Hawkins was a mute. 
After surgery for throat cancer in the 1950s, 
Jack continued to make films. He mimed his 
lines and the voice was dubbed by either 
Charles Gray (who died in March, 2000) or 
Robert Rietti. He died in 1973 of cancer. 
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ANALECTS OF CONFUSION, PART IV 
 
OSLO (AP) - Norway’s first female defense minister, Eldbjoerg Lowewer, 
criticized an army lieutenant colonel when he suggested that sons of single 
mothers grow up to be wimps. “I’m both sad and upset that the armed 
forces can stigmatize a whole group in society in such a hurtful way,” 
Loewer was quoted as saying. Lieutenant Colonel Lars Frantzen said that 
sons of single mothers have a higher risk of failing to complete military 
service than boys with a father because they lack skills traditionally attrib-
uted to macho types. He said he feared that such people might spawn a soci-
ety in which men were unable to climb trees, change car tires, sleep in a tent 
for a week or shoot a rifle. He said society as a whole was drifting toward a 
lazier, sedentary lifestyle, but especially faulted single mothers, saying they 
preferred to take children to cultural events rather than diversions such as 
climbing or nature hikes. 
 
One theme you may notice in pieces selected for this column is that of the organized 
amnesia that is becoming prevalent in our society, wherein history itself, especially 
its military aspects, is gradually being erased and revised. While it might make for 
‘funny news’ stories now, we also owe it to ourselves to remember that what we may 
know of history is not automatically transmitted to our descendants. 
 
PARIS (news services) - A French singer-songwriter hopes to replace the 
bellicose lyrics of France’s national anthem, the Marsellaise, with a more 
politically correct version that does not threaten to fertilize the fields of 
France with foreigner‘s blood. Antoine Capella of Angers says he has won 
the support of Laurent Fabius, the Speaker of the French parliament, for his 
composition <<Marsellaise de l’an 2000>>. Mr. Capella’s new version of 
the anthem veers away from what he called the “outrageous and fascist” 
elements of the original, which was scribbled overnight by Claude-Joseph 
Rouget de l’Isle, an army captain, whose men were defending Strasbourg 
from Prussian forces in 1792. Where part of the original proclaims: 
“March! March!/ That [their] impure blood/ May drench our furrows,” Mr. 
Capella’s rewrite offers: “March! March!/ That an azure sky/ May shine on 
the horizon.” 

UPCOMING GAMING CONVENTIONS 
(as always, we are indebted to member W. Andrew York for these notices.) 

April 2000 
Apr 1 - Imagfi-Con; Bloomsburg PA. Info: Box 8; Kehr Union Bldg; Bloomsburg 
University; Bloomsburg PA 17815; bloomu_rpg@yahoo.com 
Apr 14-16 - Florida Con-Quest IV; Tampa FL. Info: 800-860-0085 ext 656 
Apr 20-23 - ImagineCon; Virginia Beach VA. Info: 1118 Willow; Chesapeake 
VA 23325 
Apr 28-30 - OurCon; Amherst MA. Info: RSO 178-416 SUB; Umass MA 01003; 
ourcon@hotmail.com 
May 2000 
May 12-14 - Mobicon 2000; Mobile AL. Info: POB 161632; Mobile AL 36616; 
www.mobicon.org 
May 19-21 - DeepSouthCon; Jekyll Island GA. Info: POB 1271; Brunswick GA 
31621-1271 
May 26-28 - MisCon; Missoula MT. Info: 205 B Sisson; Missoula MT 59801 
May 26-28 - Oasis; Orlando FL. Info: POB 970992; Maitland FL 32794-0992 
May 26-29 - Gamex 2000; Los Angeles CA. Info: 122 S San Fernando Blvd; 
Burbank CA 90045; 818-848-1748; ctbrien@earthlink.net; www.strategicon.com 
June 2000 
Jun 3-4 - Project A-Con; Fort Worth TX. Info: 3352 Broadway; Garland TX 
75043; info@a-kon.com 
Jun 9-11 - Consortium; Houston TX. Info: 349 El Dorado, Webster TX 77598, 
www.horizongames.com/consortium/index.html, 281-286-9282 
July 2000 
Jul 1 - UK Game Fest; Harlow UK. Info: 264 The Dashes; Harlow Essex CM20 
3RZ ENGLAND 
Jul 13-16 - Origins 2000; Columbus OH. Info: POB 13500; Columbus OH 
90045; 614-856-3976; www.andonunlimited.com 
Jul 21-24 - Convulsion; Leicester UK. Info: enquiries@convivium.compulink.co.
uk 
Jul 28-30 - Rivercon; Louiseville KY. Info: POB 58009; Louisville KY 
40268-0009; RiverConSF@aol.com 
Jul 28-30 - FBICon 2000; Scottsdale AZ. Info: POB1467; Scottsdale AZ 
ter@flyingbuffalo.com 
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